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Thrombocytogenesis by megakaryocyte; Interpretation
by protoplatelet hypothesis
By Goro KOSAKI*1,† and Junichi KAMBAYASHI*2
(Communicated by Tadamitsu KISHIMOTO, M.J.A.)
Abstract: Serial transmission electron microscopy of human megakaryocytes (MKs)
revealed their polyploidization and gradual maturation through consecutive transition in char-
acteristics of various organelles and others. At the beginning of diﬀerentiation, MK with ploidy 32N,
e.g., has 16 centrosomes in the cell center surrounded by 32N nucleus. Each bundle of microtubules
(MTs) emanated from the respective centrosome supports and organizes 16 equally volumed
cytoplasmic compartments which together compose one single 32N MK. During the diﬀerentiation,
single centriole separated from the centriole pair, i.e., centrosome, migrates to the most periphery of
the cell through MT bundle, corresponding to a half of the interphase array originated from one
centrosome, supporting one “putative cytoplasmic compartment” (PCC). Platelet demarcation
membrane (DM) is constructed on the boundary surface between neighbouring PCCs. Matured
PCC, composing of a tandem array of platelet territories covered by a sheet of DM is designated as
protoplatelet. Eventually, the rupture of MK results in release of platelets from protoplatelets.
Keywords: platelet production, megakaryocyte, proplatelet, protoplatelet, cytoplasmic
fragmentation model
Introduction
In 1906, Wright1) conﬁrmed that blood platelets
originate from the cytoplasm of matured megakaryo-
cytes (MKs). This proposal was widely accepted by
many investigators, as many studies using light mi-
croscopy were published to support the proposal. In
1956, Bessis2) classiﬁed bone marrow derived MKs into
4 groups, representing sequential stages in their diﬀer-
entiation namely, the megakaryoblast, the basophilic
MK, the granular MK, and the thrombocytogenic
MK.
In an early transmission electron microscopic
(TEM) study in 1957, Yamada3) stated that pairs of
sheets constituting walls are called “platelet demarca-
tion membranes” (DM), which partition the MK
cytoplasm into small fractions, each of which develops
into a platelet.TheentireprocessofMKdiﬀerentiation
leading to the release of platelets was analyzed in 1973
by Kosaki et al.4)–6) by serial transmission electron
microscopy of 212 human MKs. Detailed TEM studies
by Behnke7),8) clariﬁed the origin of DM system (DMS)
and then discussed the liberation of platelets via pieces
of cytoplasm released from the cytoplasmic exten-
sion(s). However, these studies have an intrinsic weak
point that the specimen lacked MKs in some speciﬁed
diﬀerentiation stage, probably due to the perfusion of
the bone marrow with a ﬁxative.
In 1976, scanning electron microscopic (SEM)
studies of the perfusion-ﬁxed bone marrow by Becker
and De Bruyn9) and by Muto10) independently demon-
strated the proplatelet process formation (PPF) from
MKs situated in the extravascular compartment. They
clearly suggested the possible liberation of platelets
by fragmentation at the constricted portions of MK
processes. Similar cytoplasmic process formation
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©2011 The Japan Academyin vitro from MK was already observed in 1956 by
phase contrast microcinematography by Thiéry and
Bessis11) and Albrecht.12) However, at that time it was
generally accepted that this phenomenon of process
formation might be an artifact, because the actual
release ofplatelets from the processes was not observed.
In a TEM study, Radley and Scurﬁeld13) observed that
the proplatelet that have extended into sinusoid had
specialized microtubule (MT) bundle similar to that
of circulating platelets, instead of the original MT of
MK. This specialized MT, present in the proplatelet
processes, oriented longitudinally passing through all
of the putative platelets, and became concentrated in
the constrictions of processes between putative plate-
lets as shown in Fig. 1. And they proposed that
“Rupture at sites of constriction is thought to release
platelets”. This was then named as the “proplatelet
model” of platelet production. Many contradictions
in this model and the modiﬁcation made by Italiano
et al.14) will be discussed in the last section.
The last step in the process of platelet produc-
tion is the release of nascent platelets from matured
MKs. Wright15) speculated that platelets are pinched
oﬀ from the MK cytoplasm. He described that the
portion of the cytoplasm which is to form the platelet
is separated from the rest by a zone of hyaline
cytoplasm and arranged in a more or less sharply
outlined, rounded or oval mass. This mass was
later described as platelet territory or platelet ﬁeld
by many investigators. A half century had elapsed
since the actual release of platelets by cytoplasmic
fragmentation was observed in vivo by Kinosita and
Ohno16) and ex vivo by Albrecht12),17) both by phase
contrast microcinematography. These observations
are the basis of “cytoplasmic fragmentation model”.
Recently, Junt et al.18) succeeded in observing
dynamic visualization of platelet generation within
the bone marrow. The process reported in this article
is considered as a prototype of cytoplasmic fragmen-
tation model. But they designated the released
portion of cytoplasm as proplatelet, without provid-
ing a clear mechanism by which the conversion from
proplatelet into platelet occurs. Richardson et al.19)
stated that there is no direct observation of platelet
release from proplatelet. In addition, both the light
and electron micrographs of MKs suspended in liquid
cultures20)–22) strongly suggest that platelet shedding
takes place without the proplatelet formation.
Three years ago, one of the authors published
a review article on the mechanism of platelet pro-
duction and release by MK.23) Recently, we further
analyzed the mechanism of platelet production
utilizing a serial TEM study published earlier.4)–6)
This study captured almost the entire process of
maturation of MK and release of platelets from it. We
conﬁrmed that many studies reported so far did not
contradict the earlier TEM ﬁndings and also with the
protoplatelet hypothesis,24),25) proposed in 2003 for
the interpretation of the cytoplasmic fragmentation
model. Since then, a large number of additional
Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrographs of proplatelet process in bone marrow sinus of mouse perfused with a ﬁxative. (a) Section
through megakaryocyte cytoplasmic process in a sinus, showing attenuated arm with developing constriction (arrow) (original
#5700). (b) Enlargement of the area beneath the arrow in (a). Microtubules (MT) run lengthwise and splay out at the ends of the
constriction. Note presence of microﬁlament (arrow) (original #60,000). (Reproduced from Radley and Scurﬁeld13) Figs. 2,3 with
permission from the publisher)
Thrombocytogenesis interpreted by protoplatelet hypothesis No. 5] 255Fig. 2. Transmission electron micrograph of a human megakaryocyte in Stage I. The specimen was obtained by marrow aspiration. A
MK, probably in endomitosis stage, has a multilobulated large nucleus and abundant free ribosomes, mitochondria of large size with
electron translucent matrix, and prominent Golgi body. Upper left side: a part of a MK with platelet speciﬁc granules, right side: a
circulating platelet attached to the MK is seen. (Reproduced from Kosaki and Fujimoto6) Fig. 1.50 with permission from the publisher)
Fig. 3. TEM picture of a human MK in stage II. A megakaryocyte, probably situated in the extravascular compartment of the bone
marrow, has some platelet speciﬁc granules (marked as d). This cell has mitochondria (M) of large size and many rough endoplasmic
reticulum (r) and free ribosomes. (Reproduced from Kosaki and Fujimoto6) Fig. 1.51 with permission from the publisher)
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employing modern methodologies but there remain
some unexplained phenomenon. In this review an
attempt has been made to clarify further the
fundamental mechanism of platelet production based
upon large volume of related literature including the
recent and authors own studies.
1. Process of the polyploidization and maturation
of megakaryocytes and release of platelets
observed by electron microscopy
Kosaki et al.4)–6) adopted an immersion ﬁxation
of specimen in glutaraldehyde in their TEM study.
Small pieces of human bone marrow carefully
removed from the rib resected by thoracotomy
procedure, were used for the study. After post
ﬁxation with osmium, the specimen was stained with
uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Some specimens were
obtained by marrow aspiration. One hundred and
twenty six MKs from marrow tissue and 86 MKs
from marrow aspirate were analyzed. Observed MKs
were classiﬁed by their diﬀerentiation grade judged
by the following criteria: starting from a relatively
small cell with high N/C ratio having many large
mitochondria and abundant ribosomes showing
active synthesis, probably belonging to endomitosis
stage (as shown in Fig. 2) to a large cell with
senescent nuclei and cytoplasm partitioned into
many platelet territories, having mitochondria of
small size and clusters of glycogen granules. The
process of diﬀerentiation proceeded gradually
through consecutive transition in characteristics of
various organella. These criteria are; 1: nucleus (ﬁne
structure, N/C ratio), 2: cell size, 3: mitochondria
(size, electron translucency of matrix), 4: free
ribosome, 5: rough endoplasmic reticulum, 6: platelet
speciﬁc granules, 7: Golgi body, 8: glycogen granules,
and 9: platelet demarcation membrane system
(DMS).
Two hundred and twelve MKs observed were
classiﬁed into the following 5 groups. In stage I (stage
of active synthesis, as shown in Fig. 2) 15 MKs
(7.1%); in stage II (stage of platelet speciﬁc granule
production, as shown in Fig. 3) 33 MKs (15.6%); in
stage III (stage of DMS construction, as shown in
Fig. 4) 87 MKs (41%); in stage IV (stage of platelet
release, as shown in Fig. 5) 61 MKs (29%) were
classiﬁed. Sixteen (7.5%) MKs were divided into
unclassiﬁed group. However, no MK with proplatelet
process was identiﬁed. Additionally, serial 261
human MKs obtained from bone marrow aspirate
were classiﬁed by light microscopy into 4 groups
according to Bessis.26) The respective distribution of
the diﬀerentiation stages in light microscopic study
and in TEM study above mentioned was in agree-
ment with the study reported by Bessis.26)
Fig. 4. TEM picture of a human MK in stage III. This MK is
tightly packed with the adjacent cells in the extravascular
compartment of the bone marrow. Black line or dotted black line
of DMS is partitioning the MK cytoplasm except peripheral zone
into platelet territories. Many platelet speciﬁc granules are present.
Size of mitochondria is small, but some are large. Clusters of
glycogen granules are also seen. (Reproduced from Kosaki and
Fujimoto6) Fig. 1.52 with permission from the publisher)
Fig. 5. TEM picture of a human MK in stage IV. Cytoplasm of
a fully matured MK in extravascular compartment of the bone
marrow shows global fragmentation into individual platelets.
Fragmentation process seems to proceed from cell periphery to
the cell center, excepting peripheral zone. (Reproduced from
Kosaki and Fujimoto6) Fig. 1.56 with permission from the
publisher)
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of multiple putative cell units
In 1961, Kinosita and Ohno16) reported in situ
observation of MK maturation in bone marrow of
living rabbit by phase contrast microscopy through
a set of windows created in the femur. According to
this report, at the time of mitosis and cell division of
2N megakaryoblast, the daughter cells suddenly fuse
together into one 4N cell in about half the cases.
Then, this 4N cell, which consists of two diploid cell
units, develops into 8N cell containing two tetraploid
cell units through S phase and enters into mitotic
phase, and two sets of bipolar mitosis occur simulta-
neously in the cell. Conﬁguration of 4 mitotic spindles
and 4 sets of chromatids in such cell in anaphase A
was demonstrated by Nagata et al.27) by immunos-
taining of mouse MKs cultured in the presence of
TPO but cell division does not seem to occur (vid.
Fig. 4E of ref. 27). This 8N cell develops further into
16N through S phase, and eventually 4 sets of bipolar
mitosis proceed simultaneously to anaphase A (vid.
Fig. 4F of ref. 27) as illustrated in Fig. 6IIa. At the
time of reassembly of nuclear envelope which was
broken down during the prophase, one nuclear
envelop may enclose all the sister chromatids in a
single nucleus.27)–29) Yet another possibility may
exist: one nuclear envelope may enclose respective
one set of sister chromatids. Thus, polyploid MKs
enter into the next interphase, possessing multi-
lobular nucleus or multiple nuclei and centrosomes.
From the above discussion, one can envisage that
such a polyploid MK may be an assemblage of
multiple diploid “putative cell units”. One centrosome
and a MT array emanated from it, 2N nucleus and
the cytoplasmic area supported by the MT array
compose the basic unit of cellular structure which
may be termed as “putative cell unit”. For instance,
the 16N polyploid MK is supposed to be composed
of 8 such putative cell units. At the beginning of
interphase, 8 centrosomes, although continuing to
exist in each putative cell unit as in Fig. 6IIa, gather
towards the center of MK as shown in Fig. 6IIb.
Meanwhile, the communication and the transporta-
tion between the cell center and the periphery are
principally carried out through the channel of MTs
restricted within respective one putative cell unit.
Polyploid MK in interphase contains multiple
centrosomes in the central zone of its huge cytoplasm
surrounded by polyploid nuclei as seen in a TEM
picture (e.g. Fig. 2a of ref. 22). Each centrosome acts
as microtubule organizing center (MTOC) which is
composed of a centriole pair surrounded by pericen-
triolar material including . tubulin30) and pericen-
trin.31) In the MTOC, . tubulin nucleates new MT
through polymerization of tubulin subunits on its
ring complex (.-TuRC). MT elongates towards the
cell periphery in respective putative cell unit. Patel
et al.32) succeeded in visualizing the tip of MT in
premature MKs by utilizing a speciﬁc antibody
against end-binding protein 3 (EB3) which binds
speciﬁcally to the plus-end of MT. They demon-
strated that centrosomes are located centrally and
that the tips of MTs are extended to the periphery in
a radial fashion (vid. Figs. 4E and F of ref. 32).
3. Translocation of the centriole during
diﬀerentiation of the megakaryocyte
The centriole does migrate in a cell under certain
conditions. Mori et al.33) demonstrated the cilio-
genesis in cultured cells LI10, an established cell
line derived from rat liver. They observed that the
centrioles migrated from the center of Golgi complex
to the apex of the cells at the postconﬂuent stage.
Then one of the centrioles changed to a basal body to
produce a cilium. On the other hand, according to
McNiven et al.,34) teleost melanophore possesses
several long cytoplasmic arms, and in the arms MT
extends from the cell body to the arms, but there is
no centrosome. They performed an experiment to
sever one arm and observed some type of centriole-
free MTOC after 2–4 hours of incubation in the arm
surgically removed from cell body. Presumable
existence of .-tubulin along the MT bundle may be
suspected.
Moskwin-Tarkhanov and Onishchenko35) had
reported that at the conclusion of endomitotic phase,
the centriolar complex of the MK disappears, and
centrioles separate while retaining a juxtanuclear
position. In a maturing and thrombopoietic MK,
individual centrioles lie separately in the cytoplasm.
Though it is rare, Behnke observed a platelet with a
single centriole.36) Radley and Scurﬁeld13) conﬁrmed
that centrioles were located singly close to the surface
of MK at the late stage of its diﬀerentiation. They
reported that centrioles were never found in the
remnants of cytoplasm retained around senescent
MK nuclei in the extravascular compartment,
although random sections of well over 100 have been
examined. In addition, they observed existence of a
single centriole in each of 8 cytoplasmic processes
examined, protruding into sinusoid by serial section-
ing. The latter observation is very important to
support the concept of “putative cytoplasmic com-
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I. Megakaryoblast (2N cell); II. Megakaryocyte (MK) in endomitotic stage: (a) Anaphase A. MK with ploidy 16N has 8 mitotic spindles
including centrosomes, towards which each one set of sister chromatids is pulled presumably in individual putative cell unit.
(b) Interphase. 16N MK in interphase. In the cell center 8 centrosomes, although existing in individual putative cell unit, are clustered.
From which 8 bundles of microtubules (MT: green line) radiate to the cell periphery; III. MK in diﬀerentiation stage: Maturation of
each putative cell unit, composed of two “putative cytoplasmic compartment” (PCCs), proceeds in a clockwise fashion as shown in
the illustration. (a) Migration of a single centriole from the cell center to the cell periphery, presumably along the MK original MT, in a
PCC. Intrinsic organelles of platelet increase in each future platelet. Platelet demarcation vesicles (DV) are arranged at the boundary
surface between neighboring PCC. (b) Fusion and ﬁssion of DV proceed at the interface of PCCs. O1-tubulin is synthesized and
encapsulated in microcompartment (marked as red dot), and delivered into each platelet territory. Platelet territories in a tandem
arrayare under elaborationinside of each PCC.(c) Demarcation membranesystem (DMS)is constructed, protoplatelets are delineated
by one sheet of DMS. Single centriole is located in the most peripheral platelet territory. (d) Excessively produced membrane vesicles
intervene between respective protoplatelets; IV. Cytoplasmic fragmentation and platelet release: In liberated nascent platelets, MK
original MTs are disassembled and O1-tubulin is liberated from encapsulated microcompartments. Respective MTOC in each nascent
platelet nucleates specialized MT, leading to the formation of MT coils. In some cases, nascent platelets are released as short chain of
platelets which fragment further into individual platelets in the pulmonary circulation. (Reproduced with some modiﬁcation from
Fig. 6 in Kosaki’s review article23) with permission from the publisher)
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assumed that during MK diﬀerentiation, the migra-
tion of a single centriole to the cell periphery takes
place inside of a MT bundle along with pericentriolar
material. Furthermore, deduced from the observa-
tions,13),35) it may be reasonable to speculate that the
two centrioles migrate inside of the two diﬀerent MT
bundles as illustrated in Fig. 6IIIa,b,c. The putative
cytoplasmic compartment (PCC) mentioned above is
composed of one centriole within one MT bundle
corresponding to the half of the MT array which
supports one putative cell unit, and cytoplasm
supported by one MT bundle. Thus, a MK with
ploidy 16N contains 16 PCCs and in each PCC
translocation of a single centriole takes place.
According to Italiano et al.,14) when MKs
derived from mouse fetal liver are incubated in the
presence of cytochalasin B, an inhibitor of actin
assembly, protrusion of some dozen long slender
proplatelet-like projections are observed instead of
prototypical PPF as shown in Fig. 7. Strikingly,
it looks like that platelet like bulges are identiﬁed
around the tip of only some but not all protrusions.
To explain this peculiar observation the following
3 assumptions are supposed to be necessary. First,
it may be assumed that ligation of integrin ,vO3
expressed on the MK plasma membrane37) may not
be aﬀected by the presence of cytochalasin B. This
ligation triggers PPF; in other words it evokes
localized cytoplasmic derangement leading to mor-
phological changes, such as assembly of specialized
MT. The mechanism of PPF will be discussed in
detail in Section 8. Secondly, one may assume
that cytoplasmic derangement evoked in the most
distal putative platelet in respective PCC may not
extend to the next one, probably due to the presence
of cytochalasin B. So, MTOC only in the most
distal putative platelet nucleates new specialized MT
containing O1-tubulin. Thirdly, it may be assumed
that in about half of the cases MTs elongate towards
the cell center, others towards opposite direction.
The former may exhibit a long slender projection
with platelet-like bulge at its tip.
Recently, Patel et al.32) proved that one of the
above assumptions is true in their experiments. They
demonstrated, using EB3-GFP (green ﬂuorescent
protein) expressing MKs that elongation of MTs in
one proplatelet process takes place in both directions
almost equally, towards the cell body from the tip
of proplatelet and from the cell body towards the
proplatelet tip. This observation may indicate that
in one proplatelet process there exist several (at least
2 or more; presumably localizing in every putative
platelet) MTOCs, and from one of them a bundle
of MTs elongates towards the cell center and from
another one towards the tip of proplatelet. And the
number of the former MTOC is same as that of the
latter. Contrary to the case of MK with proplatelet,
premature MK have several centrosomes in the cell
center, and MT bundles emanate from each of them
towards the cell periphery as already mentioned
in Section 2 (vid. Figs. 4E and F of ref. 32). On the
other hand, they observed many but scattered spots
indicating existence of MT plus-end in the cell body
of another MK (vid. Fig. 2D of ref. 32). In this
fully matured MK, all single centrioles should have
already migrated from the cell center to the periphery
inside of each PCC. However, that picture shows that
MTOC still existed in the cell body, more precisely
in the PCC. Of course, the origin of some spots is
most likely from a single centriole migrated to the cell
periphery but origins of others are apparently diﬀer-
ent. Viewing from a diﬀerent standpoint, the MTs
elongating to the tip of the proplatelet originate most
likely from centriole free MTOC remaining in the cell
body, naturally located in a putative platelet in the
PCC.
Thus, the authors speculate that centriole free
MTOC in the PCC of matured MK may be a portion
of pericentriolar material left behind at a certain
site, possibly in each putative platelet, when single
centriole surrounded by pericentriolar material mi-
Fig. 7. Eﬀect of cytoskeletal disrupting agent on proplatelet growth. Gallery of phase contrast micrographs of mouse megakaryocytes
treated with 2µM cytochalasin B. Extensions from the megakaryocyte surface show no beading and absence of apparent branching,
but some show platelet-like bulge at the tip. (Reproduced from Italiano et al.14) Fig. 7a, with permission from the publisher)
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Recently, Patel-Hett et al.38) demonstrated the
existence of .-tubulin in every platelet, operating as
MTOC. As to the mechanism of distribution of .-
tubulin, deduced from the McNiven’s experiment,34)
some possibility of constant .-tubulin transit along
the MK original MT bundle may be left.
4. Elaboration of platelet territories
in respective PCC
After the conclusion of endomitosis phase,
polyploid MK composed of certain number of
putative cell units or PCCs, as already discussed in
Sections 2 and 3, begins to diﬀerentiate. In the
process of diﬀerentiation, a vast amount of organelles
including platelet speciﬁc granules and mitochondria
and substances required for the construction of
plasma membrane, cytoskeleton, etc., are produced
mainly in the central area of each putative cell unit.
These organelles and substances are distributed
evenly in respective PCC via transportation along
MT bundle. Diﬀerentiation proceed from MK shown
in Fig. 3 to MK in Fig. 4 and ﬁnally many platelet
territories in a tandem array in each PCC are
constructed as future platelets. Structure of respec-
tive platelet territory is identical to the circulating
platelet as judged by TEM, except that the territory
lacks MT coils. O1-tubulin, an essential component
of MT coils, is synthesized speciﬁcally in the late
stage of MK maturation and is immediately isolated
in a myriad of microcompartment without assem-
bling into MT39) and is allocated evenly in each
platelet territory. This isolation may be quite eﬃcient
in keeping the O1-tubulin for the newly produced
platelets. O1-tubulin isolation will be discussed in
detail in paragraph 3 of Section 9.
As stated in Section 3, an approximate thickness
of PCC is determined by the size of the cytoplasm
supported by the half of MT bundle originating from
one centrosome. Determination of three dimensional
size of future platelets in relation to some conditions
may decide the virtual length of platelet territories.
During translocation of the centrioles to the cell
periphery small portions of pericentriolar material
may be separated and left behind presumably in
the respective platelet territory, as described in the
preceding section.
Generally, elongation of MTs by polymeriza-
tion of new tubulin subunits at its plus-end occurs
naturally in the original direction. Bifurcation of MT
cannot take place. Branching of proplatelet processes
is a peculiar phenomenon and reported to occur only
occasionally according to Radley and Haller40) or
Haller and Radley.41) There is no report of proplatelet
branching in vivo, in the sinusoid. Italiano et al.14)
insisted that the branching of proplatelet processes
is necessary to increase the numbers of proplatelet
ends because they ﬁrmly believed that platelets are
assembled principally at the ends of proplatelet
processes. As to be discussed later in Section 8, in
the process of PPF cytoplasmic derangement triggers
the new assembly of specialized MT containing O1-
tubulin in one putative platelet after another in
respective proplatelet. For new assembly of MT,
MTOC is already prepared in every putative platelet
as discussed above. With the participation of actin
ﬁlaments as suggested by Italiano et al.,14) the
direction of elongation of new MT may possibly be
diﬀerent from that of the preexisting proplatelet and
thus the branching of proplatelet process occurs.
Execution of proplatelet branching which occurs
actually only under certain in vitro conditions
indicates the existence of MTOC in relevant putative
platelet corresponding to the platelet territory.
5. Platelet demarcation membrane
In parallel to the translocation of single centriole
and elaboration of platelet territories, platelet
demarcation membrane system (DMS) is constructed
during the maturation of MK. Behnke7) studied TEM
of MK in the bone marrow treated with perfusion
ﬁxation and concluded that the DMS is a derivative
of the plasma membrane of the MK. He also
suggested that the cavities of the DMS are contin-
uous with and are part of the extracellular space at
all stages of the DMS development. He further stated
that DMS formation is initiated by tubular invagi-
nations at multiple sites of the plasma membrane
of the MK. Based upon the observations utilizing
freeze fracture technique, Shaklai and Tavassoli42)
and Tavassoli43) proposed a model for the formation
of paired membranes from tubules by both fusion
and ﬁssion. According to Radley and Haller40) DMS
derives from the invaginated plasma membrane
stored randomly in the cell body (in ﬂow). When
proplatelet extends outward, the DMS evaginates
and covers the surface of the proplatelet (out ﬂow).
This proposal is called as “ﬂow model” and has been
widely supported.14) Recently, Mahaut-Smith et al.44)
demonstrated that the DMS is electrophysiologically
contiguous with the peripheral plasma membrane,
and this was conﬁrmed using membrane-impermeant
ﬂuorescent indicators. Schulze et al.45) also conﬁrmed
that invaginated DMS possesses similar character-
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proplatelets using biochemical methods.
On the other hand concomitant with the enlarge-
ment of MK, from a megakaryoblast to a matured
MK, vast area of plasma membrane is synthesized in
the cell to cover its surface. Generally phospholipids,
the main lipid components of the plasma membrane,
are synthesized on the surface of smooth endoplasmic
reticulum and transported to the Golgi body. There,
actual small membranes as vesicles are assembled by
incorporating proteins and sugars that were initially
synthesized at other sites. Eventually the membrane
vesicles (MVs) are delivered to the proper site which
necessitates them via the MT railway. Yamada3) who
ﬁrst described DMS stated that initially platelet
demarcation vesicles (DVs) are arranged at the site of
future DMS and those then become tubular by fusion
eventually yielding DMS. It is now postulated that
DVs formed at Golgi body are transported to be
arranged to form a paired membrane on the boundary
between neighboring PCCs delivered from both sides.
According to the invagination theory, DVs must be
transported initially to the cell surface and then
invaginated towards the cell center. The proposed
process takes much longer way than direct trans-
portation mentioned above, and their theory seems
quite unreasonable. When the cavity of the paired
membrane system communicates with the extracel-
lular space DMS formation is completed. Thus, PCC
is completely covered by one continuous sheet of
DMS except at its attachment to the core of the
cell. The sheet may include the portion of preexisting
MK plasma membrane and may have some fenestra-
tions. The unit of PCC covered by one sheet of DMS
is the protoplatelet from which platelets are re-
leased.24),25) These processes are schematically shown
in Fig. 6IIIa–c.
Whole cytoplasm except peripheral zone of a
maturing MK, which is tightly packed with adjacent
cells in the extravascular compartment of the bone
marrow, shows active partitioning into platelet
territories with black line or dotted black line of
DMS, as seen in Fig. 4. In magniﬁed micrograph (vid.
Fig. 5 of ref. 23) electron-dense materials are con-
tained between the paired membranes of the trans-
ection of DV, tubule or DM. The authors observed
very similar ﬁndings in most of stage III MK, which
accounts for 41% of all the MK observed by TEM.4)–6)
Following the completion of DMS, in stage IV MKs,
which accounts for 29% of all MK observed, the
electron-dense material contained in DMS disappears
completely, leaving empty space between the paired
membranes. This disappearance may be facilitated
by cell movement. Because some free migrating MK
in the bone marrow were observed without dense
materials between the paired membranes, these were
identiﬁed as “unclassiﬁed” as judged from coexistence
of premature organelles. Also, connection of DMS
with the external milieu can possibly occur before the
complete construction of DMS. In MKs cultured in
a liquid suspension, it is more natural to observe
DMS without electron-dense material. Later, the gap
between the paired DM enlarges and the parallel
position of the paired membrane is lost, probably
leading to the liberation of platelets. The nature
of the electron-dense material, which is stained by
uranyl acetate or lead citrate, has not yet been
elucidated. The compatibility of this observation
with the invagination theory proposed by Behnke is
not completely clear. Most TEM pictures of DMS by
Behnke7) showed the existence of staining material
(e.g. ruthenium red) or substance to be stained (e.g.
horse radish peroxidase) in the gap of the paired
membranes, which had been taken from the external
milieu. This fact indicates that his DMS has been
connected with the extracellular space at the time of
experimentation. He did not demonstrate the stage III
MK as shown in Fig. 4, in which DMS did not connect
to the external milieu.
6. Further maturation of MK
with protoplatelets
Wright15) observed a large number of platelet
territories surrounded by a hyaline cytoplasm in the
matured MKs as already described. In their TEM
study, Zucker-Franklin and Petursson20) also ob-
served intervening vesicular or tubular structures
between platelet territories (Figs. 2b,c of ref. 20).
The issue, how these structures are formed, should be
discussed here. It is presumed that when the MVs are
continuously produced in the cell center of MK,
budding of MVs at a certain site of plasma membrane
of PCC (protoplatelet) and their liberation may
produce these vesicular or tubular structures between
protoplatelets. It is assumed that the budding sites
may possibly correspond to the openings of the
surface-connected canalicular system of future plate-
let. Reconstruction study6) of serial ultra-thin sec-
tions of 10 whole platelets revealed that each platelet
has several number of surface-connected canalicular
system composed of a group of canaliculi connecting
with each other and having one or two openings on
the cell surface. But the exact mechanism of such
transportation of MVs through the plasma mem-
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at present. However, the phenomena described above
actually take place.
Meanwhile, it is also assumed that the cylin-
drical cytoplasm, named as PCC and covered by a
sheet of DM, connecting the cell center and the most
periphery of the cell, may go along not straight but
winding and twisting as suggested by Becker and De
Bruyn.9) This cylindrical cytoplasm is supported by
a longitudinally running bundle of MK original
MTs emanated from one MTOC. So that, ultra-thin
sections of matured MK cytoplasm probably reveal
many platelet-like ﬁelds of cytoplasm delineated by
plasma membrane, in other words platelet territories.
As MK matures, the respective platelet territory
becomes visible even by light microscopy. At this
stage, the original MT bundle of MK, extending
from the center of the cell to the periphery is still
functioning: because a mature MK with multiple
protoplatelets is still capable of operating integrated
cellular motility as a single cell. TEM captured
such MKs migration into sinusoid.4)–6) As for the
functional aspect, putative platelet as a bulge in
proplatelet, corresponding structure to platelet terri-
tory undergoes quite similar morphological changes
to that of a circulating platelet (centralization of
secretory granules, contraction of microﬁlaments) in
response to thrombin as described by Radley et al.46)
7. Birth of platelets
All matured MKs are composed of a number of
protoplatelets in radial direction from the center to
the periphery, sharing a common central cytoplasmic
area including degenerating nuclei as already men-
tioned. Also, “excess membrane vesicles” exist be-
tween the protoplatelets. Triggered by an unknown
mechanism, the peripheral zone or the distal portion
of MK loses its integrity and breakup of the whole cell
proceeds from periphery to the center explosively into
individual protoplatelets, which remain united at the
cell center, and into numerous vesicular structures.
Almost simultaneously, platelet territories, namely
new platelets are released generally from the periph-
ery of protoplatelets as seen in Fig. 5. It takes several
hours to complete the release of platelets from the
core of MK composed of degenerated nuclei.12),16) In
those new platelets just released, original MT of MK
disassembles and O1-tubulin becomes free from the
insulation in microcompartment. Centriole free peri-
centriolar material or single centriole surrounded by
pericentriolar material functions as MTOC as de-
scribed previously. In this new assembly of MT, O1-
tubulin will be copolymerized and MT coil will be
formed. In the MT coil, O1-tubulin is the most
abundant (more than 90%) among the isotypes of O-
tubulin.39) The site of cytoplasmic fragmentation of
MK leading to the platelet release may primarily be
the bone marrow, in the extravascular compartment
(as in Fig. 5) or in sinusoid.6),16)
Further, Eldor et al.47) demonstrated that the
adhesion of MK to the extracellular matrix and some
additional shear force triggers the complete fragmen-
tation of MKs into platelet-like particles in vitro,
without the formation of proplatelet. They also
suggested a possible contribution of attachment of
MK to the extracellular matrix to induce platelet
release from MKs in vivo. Junt et al.18) also suggested
some role of shear force in the production of
proplatelets and release from MK which proceeds in
the bone marrow.
Maximow48) revealed by light microscopic ob-
servation that the cytoplasmic fragmentation of MK
begins at its periphery and extends towards the cell
center. This was substantiated further by Kinosita
and Ohno16) through microcinematographic in situ
observation of living rabbit bone marrow. TEM
observation by one of the authors suggested a similar
process (Fig. 5). Additionally, a TEM study by
Cramer et al.49) revealed similar events as shown in
Fig. 8, but they interpreted that the platelet release
was via proplatelet formation. However, the details
of the TEM do not support that it is prototypical
for proplatelet but rather typical for protoplatelets.
Because, specialized MT bundle running straight
through several platelet territories in a cytoplasmic
compartment delineated by plasma membrane as
shown in Fig. 1 is not seen in the picture. The
existence of such specialized MT bundle is the
necessary and suﬃcient condition of proplatelet, as
to be discussed in the next section, On the other
hand, Cramer et al.49) demonstrated that platelet
releasing MKs were surrounded by numerous micro-
particles ranging from 0.1 to 0.3µm in diameter, and
these particles strongly expressed ,IIbO3. It would be
of interest to investigate the relationship between the
microparticles and “excess membrane vesicles”. Re-
cently, Flaumenhaft et al.50) reported microparticles
shedding from the surface of MK. The size and
features of surface marker of these microparticles are
almost similar to that of Cramer’s microparticles.
Flaumenhaft et al.50) did not clarify the origin of
these microparticles but showed clearly that these
particles were diﬀerent from the platelet-derived
microparticles. However, there has been no report
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during the process of PPF. Therefore, the authors
hypothesize that the “excess membrane vesicles”
will form the membrane covering a long process of
proplatelet by means of fusion. Thus, it would be
interesting to study further the fate of the “excess
membrane vesicles” during PPF.
Radley and Hartshorn51) suggested that the
release of platelets from MK processes does not
necessarily take place from the distal ends. They
observed by phase contrast microscopy the liberation
of MK process fragments in addition to many single
platelets from bone marrow explants. They inter-
preted that these events had no relation to PPF
and the liberation has already initiated prior to the
marrow explantation. These MK process fragments
composed of a chain of putative platelets, 2–10 or
more in number. Similar structure, which may be
called short chain of platelets has been recovered
from the central vein and considered to be fragments
of proplatelets by Handagama et al.52) and by Tong
et al.53) Besides, it would seem that Radley and
Hartshorn51) inferred the phenomenon which they
observed as the ex vivo liberation of platelets and
short chains of platelets from proplatelet-like proc-
esses extended from MK in vivo conditions. However,
TEM by Tong et al.53) has revealed a short chain of
platelets to be composed of three platelets elongated
in a straight line which are attached to each other at
the tip of the elongated cell body (vid. Fig. 5B of
ref. 53). This picture is deﬁnitely diﬀerent from the
typical TEM of proplatelet in sinusoid; proplatelet is
a cytoplasmic compartment including several puta-
tive platelets delineated by a plasma membrane as
shown in Fig. 1. The appearance of these short chains
of platelets increases by accelerated thrombocytopoi-
esis due to the administration of anti-tumor drug,51)
platelet antiserum53) and acute blood loss.52) Consid-
ering these reports from three diﬀerent institutions, it
would be reasonable to speculate that the emergence
of short chains of platelets is due to the release into
circulation prior to the completion of separation into
single platelets from protoplatelets. Thus, the above
mentioned observations indicate that in matured
MKs putative platelets are present in a tandem array
forming protoplatelet, in accordance with the TEM
picture (Fig. 8) observed by Cramer et al.49)
It has been reported that the short chains of
platelets may be fragmented into individual platelets
in the pulmonary circulation.52) Also, even under
normal conditions, small number of short chains
of platelets are released in the process of platelet
birth from matured MKs in the bone marrow,
which become independent platelets in the pulmo-
nary circulation.51),52) Especially in case of acceler-
ated thrombocytopoiesis, the opportunity of the
matured MKs protruding into sinusoid is enhanced
and as a result, the number of matured MKs found
and of released platelets in the pulmonary capillary
beds increases.54) This explains the presence of short
chains of platelets in peripheral blood (vid. Fig. 2 of
ref. 25; a short chain of platelets from a patient with
bleeding remains connected to a cytoplasmic core of
MK, showing resemblance to Fig. 8 of this review).
The steps from megakaryoblast to the platelet release
thus far proposed are summarized in Fig. 6.
8. One proplatelet process can develop
from one protoplatelet
Mechanism of platelet production and its release
from MK described above is based on protoplatelet
hypothesis. If this hypothesis is established on the
basis of true state of MK in its diﬀerentiation stage,
then other phenomenon occurring in this stage,
e.g. proplatelet process formation, should also be
explained clearly by this hypothesis without any
contradictions. Although PPF is an artifact, it has
been shown to occur under certain conditions.
Fig. 8. TEM picture of a cultured megakaryocyte grown for 7
days from CD34D CD38D progenitors in the presence of Mpl-1,
presenting signs of platelet formation. Protoplatelet-like periph-
eral sheet of cytoplasm has unfolded from the cell core.
Specialized microtubule bundle running straight through the
sheet of cytoplasm is not seen. Constriction zones are regularly
disposed along this cytoplasmic extension (arrows). (Reproduced
from Cramer et al.49) Fig. 3b, with permission from the publisher)
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platelets are already structured, the respective
protoplatelet can elongate as a proplatelet process,
in response to appropriate stimuli in vitro, though
platelet release does not occur from it. In other
words, ligation of integrins located in the plasma
membrane (tip of the protoplatelet) results in the
activation of integrin-generated signaling pathway.
Upon its crosstalk with PKC generated signaling
pathway, the signal is further ampliﬁed leading to the
strong activation of ERK1/ERK2,37) that is the state
of cytoplasmic derangement. The integrin responsible
for the initiation of PPF in vitro is considered to be
,vO3.37),55) A recent report56) suggests the involve-
ment of ,IIbO3 as well but this needs to be
reconﬁrmed.
The cytoplasmic derangement that occurs at
the tip of one protoplatelet is recognized also by the
following two morphological changes. One is pseudo-
pod formation11) probably expressed by actin reor-
ganization57) which possibly play some important
role in the propagation of derangement towards the
cell center,14) as discussed in Section 3. The other is
the assembly of new specialized MT, an analogous
structure to MT coils of circulating platelets. In
this assembly, tubulin, except O1-tubulin, and some
microtubule-associated proteins are supplied through
disassembly of MK original MT probably triggered
by cytoplasmic derangement. This derangement may
also release O1-tubulin from the isolation in punctate
spots.39) Thus, new specialized MTs containing
abundant O1-tubulin58) are assembled. The MTOC
concerning with this MT assembly and its local-
ization in respective platelet territory has already
been mentioned in Sections 3 and 4. The direction
of microtubule elongation from MTOC is dependent
on the condition in respective platelet territory
(putative platelet) as also discussed above. Originally
the cytoplasmic derangement is initiated at the tip
of protoplatelet and it propagates towards the center
of MK within cylindrical cytoplasm covered with the
plasma membrane through tandem array of platelet
territories. As a result, a single protoplatelet becomes
a single elongated proplatelet. During this process,
there are no major structural changes in the platelet
territories but the formation of new long specialized
MT from the original MT of MK would be the
most outstanding change. The vast area of plasma
membrane covering the elongated proplatelet will be
prepared from the fusion of excess membrane vesicles
as hypothesized in Section 7. Thus, the elongated
beads-like proplatelet process is formed, which
contains many putative platelets as bulges along
the shaft. A bundle of the specialized MTs as the
backbone of proplatelet process, half-and-half mix-
ture of MTs elongating from the tip of the process
to the center of MK or in opposite direction,32) runs
usually straight, through the putative platelets and
the shaft of proplatelet in a cytoplasmic compart-
ment delineated by the plasma membrane.
As stated in Section 5, the plasma membrane
covering protoplatelet is not perfect and the cyto-
plasmic derangement in one protoplatelet may be
transmitted to the neighboring ones through fenestra
present in the plasma membrane. Eventually, the
cytoplasmic derangement may be propagated
throughout the entire protoplatelets, namely whole
cytoplasm, resulting into many elongated proplate-
lets emanating from the core of MK as shown in
Fig. 9a. The initiation of cytoplasmic derangement
by integrin ligation may be multifocal. It has been
reported that it takes several hours or so to complete
PPF.11),41) A careful review of Fig. 1 of Italiano’s
publication14) would support the above explanation
on the morphological changes of MK in relation to
protoplatelet and PPF. Additionally, author’s view
does not contradict the observations made by Thiéry
and Bessis11) (time dependent 12 micrographs) and
Haller and Radley41) (Figs. 1a–f, Figs. 7,8,9).
Fig. 9. Mouse megakaryocyte in culture, photographed using
phase-contrast. a. Four hours after setting up culture and
immediately before exposure to 4°C. Note extensive develop-
ment of attenuated processes, which have a “beaded” appear-
ance. Long arrow points to the nucleus of the cell. A detached
process is visible above the megakaryocyte (short arrow) (#200).
b. Same cell after 2-hr exposure to cold. Processes are retracted
around the nucleus (#300). c. Same cell after having been
re-exposed at 37°C for 1hr. Processes again extended but not
yet “beaded” (#200). (Reproduced from Radley and Haller40)
Figs. 1a,b,c with permission from the publisher)
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initiation of proplatelet formation in the matured
MK, Hartwig and Italiano59) described as follows; “In
summary, platelet assembly begins when cytoplasmic
microtubules aggregate into bundles at the mega-
karyocyte cortex. Sliding of microtubules and new
assembly provide the propulsive force that elongate
the proplatelet.” It appears that they do not
recognize the essential diﬀerence of MK original
MTs from specialized MTs, which aggregate in the
MK cortex. The latter consists of abundant O1-
tubulin, which is synthesized only in the late stage
of MK maturation.58) Moreover it exists as a dense
array of punctate spots.39),60) Accordingly O1-tubulin
cannot assemble into MTs in normally matured MK
as to be discussed in Section 9. Implications of the
above mentioned aggregation of MTs into bundles
at the MK cortex and the mechanism by which
this occurs must be elucidated. Meanwhile, Italiano
et al.14) concluded that platelets are assembled
principally at the ends of proplatelet processes based
on the observation that the destined formation of
marginal coils of microtubules is limited only at the
ends of proplatelet processes. However, marginal coils
of MTs are originally formed de novo in respective
nascent platelet, as already described23) by one of the
authors after protoplatelet hypothesis. Also, Patel-
Hett et al.38) demonstrated the existence of .-tubulin
and the dynamic assembly of marginal coils both
in circulating platelets. Thus, the Italiano’s thesis
that platelets are assembled principally at the ends
of proplatelet processes needs to be reconsidered.
Cardinal problem is how individual platelet separate
from MK cytoplasm. But no one witnessed the
separation of platelets from proplatelets as stated
by Richardson et al.19) And the cytoplasmic frag-
mentation model would solve the above problem.
Protruding of a few elongated proplatelets
into bone marrow sinusoid through the fenestra of
the endothelial cell body has been observed in the
perfusion-ﬁxed matured MKs,9),10) which are located
on the abluminal surface of the sinus endothelial
cell.61) The underlying mechanism of the protruding
proplatelet may be diﬀerent from what has been
observed in vitro. However, also in such case, the one
to one conversion of protoplatelet to proplatelet takes
place. This may be supported by the observations
by Radley and Scurﬁeld.13) In case of immersion
ﬁxation of bone marrow instead of perfusion ﬁxation,
such formation of proplatelet could not be observed
at all.4)–6),62) The proplatelet formation of MK has
not been observed in the spleen which was ﬁxed by
perfusion and the diﬀerence may be due to the
diﬀerent microvascular architecture of the spleen.
The ﬁndings of the unique study by Radley
and Haller40) will be discussed herein. They tried to
observe continuously the same MK by phase contrast
microscopy in serial diﬀerent thermal conditions, i.e.
37°C for 4 hours, 4°C for 2 hours and then 37°C for 1
hour. First they observed protruding of proplatelet
processes outward from the cell core by incubating at
37°C and PPF was completed within 4 hours as seen
in Fig. 9a. Then the same MK was cooled at 4°C
for two hours, depolymerization of tubulin occurred.
Eventually the protruded processes were retracted
towards the core of the cell as shown in Fig. 9b. Close
observation of the phase contrast micrograph re-
vealed that the entire cell is composed of multiple
tubular structures with similar thickness, which bear
a remarkable resemblance to the proposed proto-
platelet. According to Radley and Haller40) other
MKs with retracted processes appear like MKs with
DMS as seen in TEM pictures (vid. Figs. 4,5 of
ref. 40). But it seems that the true nature of the DMS
they called may be gaps between tubular protopla-
telet-like structures. It was further observed that the
same MK, which was cooled to 4°C underwent the
protruding of proplatelet processes when rewarmed
to 37°C for one hour as shown in Fig. 9c, and with
additional incubation it even regained the bulges.
After reviewing the phase contrast micrographs, the
general morphology seems essentially similar between
the two images (Figs. 9a and 9c): before cooling and
after re-warming. This unique phenomenon may be
interpreted from the view point of protoplatelet
hypothesis as follows: The respective protoplatelet
in the matured MK is transformed into elongated
proplatelet process by the mechanism mentioned
earlier in this section. When the cell is exposed to
cold environment, the proplatelet processes lose their
backbone support because of the depolymerization
of tubulin, leading to the retraction towards the core
of the cell. When the cell is re-warmed, specialized
MTs reassemble inside respective protoplatelet-like
structure nucleated by MTOCs located probably in
respective putative platelet, leading to re-protruding.
These series of events may be better explained by
protoplatelet hypothesis rather than the ﬂow model
proposed by Radley and Haller.40) Especially, as
shown in Fig. 9b, surface of the MK after retraction
of proplatelet processes looks like an assemblage of
similar tubular structures and the ﬂow model does
not provide an explanation for this observation.
According to the ﬂow model a MK after process
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containing many reinvaginated membrane system in
the cell body.
9. Contradictions and illogical aspects
in the proplatelet model
The proplatelet model predicts that platelets are
released from MKs in a process that remodels the
entire MK cytoplasm into long, beaded extensions
termed proplatelets. This model also stipulates
that platelets assemble and package their organelles
de novo within proplatelets.14),19) For this proposal
to hold water, already elaborated putative platelets
in the body of fully maturated MK, as observed by
TEM, must undergo 1) disassembly, even if partially,
and 2) packets of platelet material must be delivered
to the ends of proplatelet processes to reassemble
again into platelets. It seems unlikely that such
an energy-expensive futile process has evolved. In
addition there is no provision in this model explaining
how numerous platelets of almost similar size are
produced from matured MKs.
Schwer et al.63) generated O1-tubulin!/! mice,
and demonstrated that matured MK from these mice
almost never elaborated proplatelet in vitro (vid.
Fig. 2c of ref. 63). Regardless of the absence of
proplatelet process formation (PPF), these O1-
tubulin!/! mice produced platelets almost normally,
but they were spherocytic because of the lack of
specialized microtubule coils. However, these plate-
lets had almost normal hemostatic function.64)
Although PPF depends on the presence of O1-
tubulin, as suggested by many investigators, O1-
tubulin itself contributes nothing actively to the
diﬀerentiation of MK cytoplasm including construc-
tion of platelet territories. As already mentioned in
Section 4, O1-tubulin is insulated in punctate spots
immediately after its synthesis in MK until the birth
of a new platelet. Original MT of normal MKs,
lacking O1-tubulin, plays the role as cytoskeleton and
also in transportation of organelles as in other cells.
Therefore, the above observation in O1-tubulin!/!
mice is not entirely unreasonable but clearly contra-
dicts to the proplatelet model, which predicts the
remodeling of entire cytoplasm into proplatelet for
platelet release. In addition, another ex vivo experi-
ment reported by Albrecht17) indicates that the
liberation of platelet from matured MK was not
disturbed in the presence of colchicine or vinca
alkaloid at a concentration which abolishes com-
pletely the mitosis through speciﬁc binding to
tubulin. This observation also clearly suggests that
platelet liberation from MK does not require preex-
isting proplatelet. As reported by Stenberg et al.,65)
4–24h following intravenous administration of vin-
cristine in Wistar rats, partitioning of platelet
territories changed dramatically, presumably related
to the disassembly of MT. Under these circumstances
release of platelets from MKs takes place. Although
proper construction of platelet territories depends
upon the presence of MT, release of platelets from
MK does not depend on the presence of MT or
proplatelet.
The most important observation by which
cytoplasmic fragmentation model is criticized by
the proplatelet model supporters14),40) is the lack
of the marginal bundle of specialized MTs in the
platelet territories, which is normally observed in
circulating platelets. As an essential component of
specialized MTs, O1-tubulin is synthesized speciﬁ-
cally in MK at the late stage of its diﬀerentiation.58)
Lewis et al.39) observed that the O1-tubulin exists as a
dense array of punctate spots that ﬁlls the cytoplasm
as shown in Fig. 10. They interpreted their observa-
tions in terms of myriad compartmentalized cyto-
plasmic pools of unassembled O1-tubulin that are
destined to polymerize into platelet marginal bands
upon disintegration of parental cells. This immediate
isolation of O1-tubulin in myriad pools may be the
best way which enables to allocate and keep O1-
tubulin evenly in respective new born platelets, as
discussed above repeatedly. However, mysterious
mechanism by which an immediate isolation of O1-
tubulin molecule after its synthesis occurs has not
Fig. 10. Immunoﬂuorescence analysis of mouse platelets and
megakaryocytes with an antibody speciﬁc to mouse O1-tubulin.
(A) Mouse platelets show the marginal bands. (B) Mouse MK
shows a dense array of punctate spots that ﬁlls the cytoplasm.
Magniﬁcation of A and B is the same. (Reproduced from Lewis
et al.39) Figs. 5A and C with permission from the publisher)
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phenomenon observed by Lewis et al.39) was widely
and persistently ignored by the supporters of
proplatelet model.14),60) Nevertheless, an observation
in the report of Schulze et al.60) veriﬁed the
authenticity of Lewis’ observation by a new tech-
nique. They demonstrated the expression of secretory
leucocyte protease inhibitor SLPI, which binds
speciﬁcally to O1-tubulin, in MK utilizing immunos-
taining with speciﬁc antibody. By immunoﬂuores-
cence analysis of matured MK expressing a O1-
tubulin–GFP fusion protein they revealed that O1-
tubulin existed in the cytoplasm as punctate struc-
tures, and SLPI co-localized on these punctate
structures as shown in Fig. 11. Upper row of
Fig. 11 shows a matured MK without proplatelet,
middle shows a MK in which PPF developed
partially, bottom shows developed PPF. These
pictures indicate the transition of O1-tubulin from
cytoplasmic punctate structures to MT ﬁber in the
process of proplatelet process formation. According
to Lewis et al.39) O1-tubulin whether normally
expressed in fetal erythroblasts or transfected into
HeLa cells, assembles into both interphase cytoske-
letal and mitotic spindle microtubules. On the other
hand, O1-tubulin in diﬀerentiated MK, either nor-
mally expressed39) or transfected60) exists in cyto-
plasm as punctate spots without assembling into
microtubule. This may strongly suggest the existence
of some unknown conditions related to the isolation
of the O1-tubulin into punctate spots in diﬀerentiat-
ing MK. In conclusion, in the cytoplasm of matured
MK without PPF O1-tubulin exists as punctate
structures without assembling into MTs, so that
MT coils cannot be formed; platelet territory is not a
mere vesicle as described in a report18) but a true
future platelet.
In vitro proplatelet process formation (PPF)
triggered by integrin ligation37),57) seems clearly to
be an artifact as already mentioned in Introduction
and Section 8. Exact mechanism of formation of new
specialized MT with O1-tubulin in proplatelet proc-
esses must be elucidated more precisely. Also, the
mechanism of PPF in vivo must be elucidated. If the
Fig. 11. Immunoﬂuorescence (IF) analysis of primary MKs expressing a O1-tubulin-GFP fusion protein, SLPI (secretory leukocyte
protease inhibitor) is expressed naturally in MKs. Cellular SLPI is detected by a speciﬁc antibody and Texas red-labelled secondary
antibody. First column; IF analysis, second column; immunostaining of SLPI, third column; merge, including nuclear DAPI staining.
Each row represents diﬀerent cells. Scale bars, 10µm (Reproduced from Schulze et al.60) Fig. 1B, with permission from the publisher)
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structure, why PPF cannot be observed in the bone
marrow specimen treated by immersion ﬁxation.
In case of spleen, arterial blood containing ﬁxative
directly ﬂows into the red pulp where MKs reside.
In a SEM study of perfusion-ﬁxed mouse spleen by
Ihzumi et al.66) proplatelet process formation from
MK was not recognized clearly. On the other hand,
almost simultaneously performed study10) by the
same group demonstrated typical PPF of MK in
perfusion-ﬁxed bone marrow. Finally, Radley et al.67)
reported in their long-term marrow culture study,
that the MKs which extended proplatelet processes
retracted their processes within 24–48 hours, usually
without displaying the evidence of fragmentation.
They stated that “the subsequent fate of such cells
was presumably degeneration, but this aspect was
not pursued further”. This observation by Radley
implies that the logics of the proplatelet model may
be negated.
Choi et al.68) demonstrated the transition from
MK progenitors to functional platelets in an in vitro
culture system. In culture vessel, some MKs attached
to the vessel wall developed proplatelets, while other
MKs in suspension released platelets probably via
cytoplasmic fragmentation. Because in the latter
MKs, ligation of integrin ,vO3 leading to proplatelet
formation did not occur. They stated that platelet
formation appears to occur via proplatelet intermedi-
ate structures. However, they observed MKs with
proplatelets and released functional platelets sepa-
rately. Continuous observation of platelet liberation
from proplatelets or of conversion of proplatelets into
platelets was not described in their report. Italiano
et al.14) reported serial video-enhanced light micro-
graphs of a MK showing developing process of
proplatelet processes in Fig. 1. In these micrographs
covering the full time course (10 hours) of PPF,
almost nobody could witness the apparent release
of platelets through proplatelet intermediates.
Junt et al.18) succeeded in observing liberation of
proplatelets from the matured MK in living bone
marrow. But as described by them, the velocity of
elongation or extension of proplatelets from MK was
totally diﬀerent: much faster than that usually
observed in vitro.32) It seems that there is not enough
time to transport and to package their organelle
within platelets or proplatelets de novo. Additionally,
they suggested a possibility of conversion from
proplatelets into platelets deduced from the observa-
tion by Handagama et al.52) They observed that the
proplatelet counts are higher in pre-pulmonary vessels
than in post-pulmonary vessels, whereas platelet
counts are higher in the latter as observed by Howell
and Donahue.69) But above mentioned proplatelet
observed by Handagama in the central vein was dem-
onstrated not the proplatelet but the short chain of
platelets by TEM study,53) as described in Section 7.
The short chain of platelets may be separated into
individual platelets by passing through the pulmo-
nary vessels. But nobody could observe the conver-
sion of proplatelets into individual platelets during
pulmonary circulation. It seems that proplatelet is an
artifact, and cannot exist in circulating blood.
Recently, Dunois-Lardé et al.70) reported the
accelerated platelet production from human MK at
high shear rates. They demonstrated in Fig. 5F a
TEM picture of a MK on a von Willebrand factor-
coated coverslip after exposure to shear, showing
additional 2 platelet-sized fragments located close to
the adhering MK. They claimed that adhered MK
released platelets by shear exposure through propla-
telet formation. They also suggested similar mecha-
nism in platelet release from matured MK in the
pulmonary capillary beds. The structure described
by them as surface-connected canalicular system
(SCCS) in MK and platelet-sized fragments in
Fig. 5F rather seems to be DMS, because the width
of tubular structure of DMS is almost uniform and
usually wider than that of SCCS. SCCS in platelet
has variable width and random distribution.6) In
addition, this MK does not show any evidence of
PPF, and platelet-sized fragments seem to be frag-
ments of MK cytoplasm including 2 or 3 future
platelets. Thus, they clearly showed accelerated
direct fragmentation of MK cytoplasm into platelets
or platelet-sized pieces at high shear rate by
TEM. On the other hand, Zucker-Franklin and
Philipp54) showed platelet release from MK through
cytoplasmic fragmentation in pulmonary vessels
without proplatelet formation by TEM.
Conclusion
At present, proplatelet theory is widely advo-
cated as the mechanism of platelet production from
MKs. However, liberation of platelets from proplate-
let processes has not been witnessed despite of so
many eﬀorts by investigators for the last one third of
a century. Thus, the proplatelet formation may be an
artifactual phenomenon observed under certain ex-
perimental conditions. Based upon our own pub-
lished data and a careful review of related scientiﬁc
publications, we have proposed the protoplatelet
hypothesis, which justiﬁes cytoplasmic fragmenta-
Thrombocytogenesis interpreted by protoplatelet hypothesis No. 5] 269tion model. Now we look forward to seeing more solid
scientiﬁc data, without preconception of proplatelet
model.
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Goro Kosaki was born in Chiba Prefecture in 1919. He graduated from Osaka
University Medical School in 1943, and started his career as a surgeon in the ﬁeld of
gastroenterology and oncology in the Department of Surgery II, Osaka University.
During World War II, he initiated his research on hemostasis and blood platelets. In 1961
he moved to the Osaka Medical Center for Cancer and Cardiovascular Diseases as head
of the Department of Surgery. In 1975, he was elected as Chairman and Professor of
Department of Surgery II, Osaka University. After retirement from the Osaka University
in 1983, he worked at the Tokyo Metropolitan Komagome Hospital as vice-President,
President and Advisor till 1992. In parallel with his clinical practice and associated
research, he engaged himself in basic research on the birth of blood platelets from
megakaryocyte utilizing electron microscopy (1961–1975), and also on calpain, calpastatin and calmodulin in
platelets (1975–1983). In the ﬁeld of cancer research, in collaboration with H. Nakazato and S. Oikawa of Suntory
Institute for Biomedical Research, he elucidated primary structure of CEA, a tumor marker, ﬁrstly in 1987 and
later contributed to the establishment of the concept of CEA gene families. He served as President to various
prestigious societies: the Japan Surgical Society (1982–83), the Japanese Cancer Association (1982), the Japanese
Society of Thrombosis and Hemostasis (1981). At the age of 92, he is still active in searching for the latest
information in various life science journals.
Proﬁle
Junichi Kambayashi was born in 1948 and graduated from Osaka University
Medical School in 1972 with the goal to become physician/scientist in surgery. His bitter
experience relating to the loss of a patient due to postoperative bleeding motivated him
to study thrombosis and hemostasis as his life’s work. Between 1974 and 1978, he studied
heparin and platelets at Mt. Sinai Medical Center, WI and underwent clinical training as
a surgical resident at Buﬀalo General Hospital, NY. When Professor Goro Kosaki
became the chairman of the 2nd department surgery at Osaka University, he was asked to
return to Osaka to establish a research lab on hemostasis. Thus, from 1978 to 1996, he
engaged in teaching, treating patients (especially vascular surgery), and conducting/
mentoring research on hemostasis and platelets at Osaka University. In 1996, he went
back to the US to work in the pharmaceutical industry (Otsuka America) with dual appointments; clinical studies
of new chemical entities for various diseases and conducting research on advanced pharmacology and drug
discovery targeting platelets. He continues to contribute to the scientiﬁc/medical community as an expert
physician/scientist in the area of hemostasis, vascular surgery, and international clinical studies. As Professor
Kosaki has been a superb mentor for him for many years, he is extremely honored to serve as a co-author on this
review.
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